Intramural Loop

Resumes Action; Games at Night

Putter First Half Victory

Power Nine Thrash Newport

Last night, the Putter Nine knocked Newport out of the running for the championship of the Intramural Golf League. Power Nine, who had already won their first two matches, defeated Newport by a score of 132 to 136. The match was played on the course at Sibley Park, the usual home for Power Nine.

Eagles Prepare for Stretch Drive

House Johnson Wins As Team Dutts for Trip

The Devil House won their first match of the year last night, defeating Johnson by a score of 192 to 212. The game was played on the course at the local country club, and the Devil House took the lead early and held it throughout. The win puts them in excellent position to make the stretch of the season a success.

Herdman Takes Ping-Pong Finals

Gummi Rap Leads League in Fastest Bowling Loop

Bryan's Prophecies Earlier Than Expected

Bryan had predicted that the Gummi Rap would win the bowling championship, and last night they proved him right. The team won the match against Bryan by a score of 190 to 195. The victory brings the Gummi Rap within striking distance of the championship.

Front Round Seedings

Peterson 

The new member of the Intramural League, Peterson, is a grad student from the economics department. He is expected to make a strong showing in his first match against Johnson.

Good Headwork

Up in the Ball and Not in the Air

Ken Johnson and Hal Singer, who possess one of the best passes in the league, were able to work up a good game against the Ramblers last night. The Ramblers, who have been struggling lately, were unable to keep up with the Johnson and Singer combination. The Johnson and Singer team will play their next match against the Sayles Hall squad.

Sandwich & Ice Cream Bar

Atop the High School

A variety of sandwiches and ice cream are served at the new food stand atop the high school. The stand is open daily, and it is a popular spot among students and faculty.
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Script Committees Formed to Work In Defense Council

First Broadcasts Include Present Day Problems

The State College Script Committees have been formed to work in the Defense Council. The committees will focus on the present day problems and will include representatives from all parts of the campus. The first broadcast will be on January 30th and will discuss the challenges facing the nation.

Personnel Staff Undergoes Change

Whiffen, Cramer Rejoin As Thompson Gets Leave

The personnel staff is undergoing a change as Whiffen and Cramer are rejoining the team. Thompson will be taking a leave of absence to attend to family matters. The changes will take effect immediately.

Greek Presidents Agree To Stop Public Initiations

Comply to Keep State From Under Attack In Emergency

Dr. William M. Thompson, Dean of the School of Education, has said that the Greek presidents agree to comply with the request to keep the state from under attack in key areas in emergency. The move is seen as a positive step in maintaining peace on campus.

Eagles Prepare For Stretch Drive

Basketball Battle Today

Tennis Wins Big Over Eep

The Eagles are preparing for a stretch drive in the basketball season. Today, they will face a tough opponent in the form of Eep. The Eagles have been playing well, and they will be looking to continue their winning streak.

Features Triple

Sellers Tops Brauner For Ping-Pong Honors

Sellers has taken the ping-pong honors from Brauner. The match was intense, but Sellers emerged victorious, earning a place in history. He will be looking to defend his title in the upcoming games.

Play in New York
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A Teological Approach

It is not a denial that nationalism must be created and maintained in almost any society that the demagogue and the mob siren America. For what is the difference between the nationalistic American who wants to be for the sake of the country and the American who wants to be for the sake of the American? Both must consider the problems that we must recognize as the differences of democracy.

In the history of civilization itself, the act of a nationalistic American is a means of building a social welfare system. It is then, that the building of a social welfare system is a means of building a social welfare system. The building of a social welfare system is a means of building a social welfare system. The building of a social welfare system is a means of building a social welfare system. The building of a social welfare system is a means of building a social welfare system.

In that cave, man did as best he could; but the best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could.

Meanwhile, new forces crept into the world scene. Science was developing means of communication and transportation that could not only make a nationalistic education possible. The principle stated in 1776, and confirmed in 1783, 1812, 1918, not to mention the supreme test now raging.

In that cave, man did as best he could; but the best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could.

A brief survey would reveal that we have reached the point where we can see again. In that cave, man did as best he could; but the best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could. The best was only possible if he could be as best he could.

Democracy.

...
Brooklyn, Pratt, State Foes
As Squad Travels South

By J. F. DeHoff

After 16 months of the war, there are many returns to the
old days of college basketball. The Brooklyn Undefeated; Pratt U.
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